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songs, mobile ringtones, audio indian movies in hindi with lyrics and hd videos free download.A new survey from a local veterinary practice in Oklahoma suggests that the mere presence of rooster crows can protect kids and their families from the coronavirus. According to a story in the Fort Smith Daily News, the small, rural practice in central Oklahoma believes that its decades-old practice of

rooster crowing in the early morning has helped the small town of Sapulpa be one of the COVID-19-free communities in the state. “We are all pretty much of the same mentality,” a practice nurse at the unnamed practice, who asked to remain anonymous, told the Daily News. “It’s a calming effect and a wake-up call. It’s something the whole family can appreciate, if you don’t want to sleep in.” The
Morning Rundown Get a head start on the morning's top stories. This site is protected by recaptcha RELATED: What To Do With Your Rooster? According to the Oklahoma Department of Health, Oklahoma has six confirmed cases of COVID-19. Rooster crows as a warning to residents is no longer an entirely novel idea, but the Fort Smith office is only the latest to cite a theory that the bird’s crow

may provide some semblance of protection from the coronavirus. A recent New York Post story told the story of a physician who believes that rooster crows may help prevent infection. The physician, Dr. Andrew Kaufman, said: “I think the crowing of roosters helps to wake you up, sort of a like a smoke alarm. When you hear the crowing of the rooster, you know the morning is here.” The Ohio
State University says that rooster crowing actually helps limit the spread of influenza. In a recent article on 82157476af
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